
Experimental environmental hydraulics  

The ocean has long been considered as the ultimate receiving body for water-borne waste 
products as a result of human activities due to its assimilative capacity for large quantities of 
biodegradable pollutants, although conservative pollutants are also disposed of in the oceans.  
The increasingly stringent environmental laws on pollution motivates the study of environmental 
hydraulics with its concern for the disposal of and accidental spills of effluents from smoke 
stacks to the atmosphere and through outfalls to surface water bodies like rivers, lakes and 
oceans.  Minimization or mitigation of the detrimental effects of the pollutants is sought though 
dilution and predictions of pollutant dispersion at the local or regional scale (up to 100 km) is 
required.   

Effluents are released as turbulent flows into a receiving fluid having a range of turbulence 
levels.  One of the remarkable properties of turbulence is its capacity to mix either a vector or a 
scalar extremely rapidly.  In the near field, effluent dilution occurs due to the momentum or 
buoyancy driven turbulent entrainment into the effluent stream, which is proportional to a 
characteristic velocity of the jet or plume (Morton et al. 1956).   Whereas in the far field, dilution 
occurs due to turbulent diffusion at a rate dependent on the level of turbulence in the receiving 
fluid. 

For more exact predictions (and eventually control) of the propagation of scalars in 
environmental flows a more complete understanding is required of the physical processes 
resulting in mixing and dispersion of scalars in turbulent flows.  Our ability to make significant 
progress has increased using recently developed experimental techniques which allow for 
detailed non-intrusive measurements of velocity and scalar concentrations in 2-D and 3-D fields 
or as high frequency point measurements (particle image velocimetry (PIV), particle tracking 
velocimetry (PTV), acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) and laser induced fluorescence (LIF)).   

Objectives  

The long term objective of the research program is a deeper understanding of turbulent 
transport processes in order to better predict the mixing and dispersion of pollutants (scalars) in 
the hydrosphere and atmosphere at local or regional scales (up to 100 km).  This goal will be 
met through experimental research and the development of conceptual and mathematical 
models.  The recent improvements in experimental techniques allow for more detailed 
observation of the processes both in time and in space, greatly increasing our ability to develop 
more refined models and to more rigorously test earlier models.  

Current project:  The effect of ambient turbulence on jet hydraulics and dilution when a 
turbulent jet is released into a turbulent receiving fluid.  It is generally assumed that jet dilution 
(driven by the jet turbulence) and turbulent diffusion (driven by the ambient turbulence) can be 
superimposed.  Recent preliminary work indicates that this may significantly over-predict dilution 
rates.  A turbulent jet is released into an approximately homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow 
(created using a random jet array) and the jet’s velocity decay and scalar dilution are being 
studied using ADV and hot film anemometry, and LIF respectively. 

Past project:  The importance of differential diffusion in turbulent flows.  When two (or more) 
chemical species are present in a flow, their different molecular diffusivities will result in their 
concentrations evolving differently, known as differential diffusion.  It has been assumed that 
differential diffusion is negligible in turbulent flows (using Kolmogorov reasoning).  However 
most environmental flows involve more than one scalar and are at moderate Reynolds numbers 
where Kolmogorov reasoning no longer strictly holds.  Recent work, using high frequency, high 
resolution LIF, indicates that at moderate Reynolds numbers differential diffusion is significant 
for a turbulent jet in a quiescent ambient.   
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